BIG BAND SWING MEDLEY
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SOLI: PLAY SMALL NOTES IF SOFT BASS
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DON McLAIN
Swing Medley
BIG BAND SWING MEDLEY

Tenor

V TENOR (opt.)

Don McLain
Swiss Medley
Swing Medley
Swing Medley
BIG BAND SWING MEDLEY

4th BART

Soul

DON McLAIN
BIG BAND SWING UDDERLY
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Den McLain
Swing Medley
BIG BAND SONG MELODY

DON McLAIN
Swing Medley
II. Part - 8.

Sung Medley
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BIG BAND SWING MEDLEY
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Don McLain
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Don McLain
Swing Medley
BIG BAND SWING MEDLEY

(NOT BOW 3 PIANO)

IV TRUMP

DAN McLAIN
Swing Medley (No. 3)
Swing Medley
NOTE: There is no Bar 3 Part.
Tell him to take a break.

Swing Medley